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Abstract

The range minimum query problem, RMQ for short, is to preprocess a sequence of real numbers A[1 . . . n] for subsequent queries
of the form: “Given indices i, j, what is the index of the minimum value of A[i . . . j ]?” This problem has been shown to be linearly
equivalent to the LCA problem in which a tree is preprocessed for answering the lowest common ancestor of two nodes. It has also
been shown that both the RMQ and LCA problems can be solved in linear preprocessing time and constant query time under the
unit-cost RAM model. This paper studies a new query problem arising from the analysis of biological sequences. Specifically, we
wish to answer queries of the form: “Given indices i and j, what is the maximum-sum segment of A[i . . . j ]?” We establish the
linear equivalence relation between RMQ and this new problem. As a consequence, we can solve the new query problem in linear
preprocessing time and constant query time under the unit-cost RAM model. We then present alternative linear-time solutions for
two other biological sequence analysis problems to demonstrate the utilities of the techniques developed in this paper.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The range minimum query problem, RMQ for short, and the least common ancestor problem, LCA for short, have
both been studied intensively for decades [3,4,9,11,16]. The linear equivalence relation between RMQ and LCA was
established by Gabow et al. [9]. Harel and Tarjan [11] gave a linear preprocessing time and constant query time algorithm
for LCA under the unit-cost RAM model, which makes RMQ solvable in the same time bound. Here a RAM model
stands for the random access machine model in which the memory is an array of words [1]. The uniform cost measure
is used for measuring time on a random access machine where each operation on a word or a pair of words requires only
constant time provided that a word is of size O(log n) bits. Several studies on both problems in an on-line or off-line
setting, and in various models of computation followed (for details see [3]). More recently, Bender et al. [4] showed
the implementability of LCA and RMQ problems. These two problems have also shown to be related to many string
problems [10], such as the longest common extension problem.

� A preliminary version of this work appeared in Proceedings of the 15th International Symposium on Algorithms and Computation, Hong Kong,
2004.
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On the other hand, the problem of finding the maximum-sum segment of a given number sequence plays an important
role in sequence analysis. The maximum-sum segment of a sequence is simply the contiguous subsequence having
the greatest total sum. Bentley’s linear-time algorithm [5] for finding such a segment is by now a folklore example
considered in algorithm classes. There are many kinds of variants of the maximum-sum segment problem that impose
extra constraints on the input or on the output [2,6–8,12–15,18]. For example, Ruzzo and Tompa [15] studied the
problem of finding all maximal-sum segments. All maximal-sum segments are defined recursively. The first maximal-
sum segment is simply the maximum-sum segment of the whole input sequence. The ith maximal-sum segment is
defined to be the maximum-sum segment of the disjoint intervals obtained by removing 1st, 2nd, . . . , i −1th maximal-
sum segments from the input sequence. The goal is to find all the maximal-sum segments having nonnegative sums.
If we apply Bentley’s algorithm directly, all maximal-sum segments can be found in quadratic time in the worst case.
Ruzzo and Tompa [15] gave a novel linear-time algorithm.

Now let us consider an interesting query problem similar to RMQ: “Can we preprocess a number sequence to
efficiently answer queries that ask for the maximum-sum segment of any given interval?” If so, then by applying it
iteratively, we have a divide-and-conquer algorithm for finding all maximal-sum segments that works in this way:
query the maximum-sum segment of the whole input sequence, remove it, and then query to the left of the removed
portion, and then to the right. Continue in this manner until all the nonnegative maximal-sum segments are found. If the
sequence has n numbers, such queries are carried out no more than n times. Suppose this new query problem has an f (n)

preprocessing time and g(n) query time solution. Then the divide-and-conquer approach runs in O(f (n) + n · g(n))

time in total. This paper studies this new query problem and proves that it is linearly equivalent to RMQ, which means
that it can also be solved in O(n) preprocessing time and O(1) query time under the unit-cost RAM model [9,4]. Thus,
as an immediate application the above divide-and-conquer approach for finding all maximal-sum segments works in
O(n) time.

We call this new query problem the RMSQ problem, standing for the range maximum-sum segment query problem,
defined formally in Section 2. We then give a linear preprocessing time and constant query time algorithm for RMSQ
by establishing the linear equivalence relation between RMQ and RMSQ in Section 3. Section 4 extends this result to
a more general case, and Section 5 solves two other related problems in linear time by applying the RMSQ techniques.
These variants demonstrate the utilities of the RMSQ techniques developed in this paper.

2. Preliminaries

The input is a nonempty sequence A = 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 of real numbers. We adopt the following notation. Let [i, j ]
denote the sets {i, i + 1, . . . , j}. Let A[i . . . j ] denote the subsequence 〈ai, . . . , aj 〉 and A[i] denote ai . Let S(i, j)

denote the sum of A[i . . . j ], defined by S(i, j) = ∑
i �k � j ak for 1� i�j �n. Let C[i] denote the cumulative sum

of A, defined by C[i] = ∑
1�k � iak for 1� i�n and C[0] = 0. It is easy to see that S(i, j) = C[j ] − C[i − 1] for

1� i�j �n. If an algorithm has preprocessing time f (n) and query time g(n), we say that the algorithm runs in
〈f (n), g(n)〉-time.

2.1. The range minimum query (RMQ) problem

We are given a sequence A[1 . . . n] to be preprocessed. A RMQ specifies an interval [i, j ] and the goal is to
find index k ∈ [i, j ] such that A[k] achieves minimum. The well-known algorithm for RMQ is to first construct
the Cartesian tree (defined by Vuillemin in 1980 [17]) of the sequence, which is then preprocessed for LCA (least
common ancestor) queries [11,16]. This algorithm can be easily modified to output the index k for which A[k] achieves
maximum. We let RMQmin and RMQmax denote the minimum query and the maximum query, respectively. That
is, RMQmin(A, i, j) = arg mink∈[i,j ]A[k] and RMQmax(A, i, j) = arg maxk∈[i,j ]A[k], where arg min stands for the
argument of the minimum and arg max is defined analogously.

For correctness of our algorithm, if there are more than one minimum (maximum) in the query interval, it always out-
puts the rightmost (leftmost) index k for which ak achieves the minimum (maximum). This can be done by constructing
the Cartesian tree in a particular order.

Theorem 1. The RMQ problem can be solved in 〈O(n), O(1)〉 under the unit-cost RAM model [9,4].
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2.2. The range maximum-sum segment query (RMSQ) problem

Now we consider a new query problem similar to RMQ. For simplicity, throughout the paper, the terms “subsequence”
and “contiguous subsequence” are used interchangeably. To avoid ambiguity, we disallow a nonempty, zero-sum prefix
or suffix (also called a tie) in the maximum-sum segments. For example, consider A = 〈4, −5, 2, −2, 4, 3, −2, 6〉. The
maximum-sum segment of A is M = 〈4, 3, −2, 6〉, with a total sum of 11. There is another subsequence tied for this
sum by appending 〈2, −2〉 to the left end of M, but this subsequence is not the maximum-sum segment we wish to find
since it has a nonempty zero-sum prefix. The RMSQ problem is formally defined as follows.

Input to be preprocessed: A nonempty sequence A[1 . . . n] of real numbers.
Online query: For an interval [i, j ], 1� i�j �n, RMSQ(A, i, j) returns a pair of indices (x, y), i�x�y�j , such

that A[x . . . y] is the maximum-sum segment of A[i . . . j ].

3. RMSQ is linearly equivalent to RMQ

In this section, we establish the linear equivalence relation between RMQ and RMSQ by proving that both problems
can be transformed into each other in time linear to the size of the input.

3.1. Reduction from RMQ to RMSQ

Theorem 2. If there is an 〈f (n), g(n)〉-time solution for RMSQ, then there is an 〈f (2n−1)+O(n), g(2n−1)+O(1)〉-
time solution for RMQ.

Proof. Suppose sequence A=〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 is the input for RMQ. We modify it in O(n) time as follows. For any two
consecutive numbers, we augment a negative number c, where |c| > |ak| for k ∈ [1, n]. Let B = 〈a1, c, a2, . . . , c, an〉
denote the new sequence. Then preprocess B for RMSQ queries, which costs f (2n − 1) time since |B| = 2n − 1. The
total time for preprocessing is therefore O(n) + f (2n − 1).

Now we show that an RMQ query to A can be answered by querying an RMSQ query to B in g(2n − 1) time and
transforming the answer into the corresponding index of A in O(1) time. More specifically, we show that RMQ(A, i, j)=
x if and only if RMSQ(B, 2i − 1, 2j − 1) is B[2x − 1] = 〈ax〉. The “if” direction is obvious. As for the “only if”
direction, since ax is the global maximum of A[i . . . j ] = {ai, ai+1, . . . , aj }, for any segment C of B[2i − 1 . . . 2j −
1] = 〈ai, c, ai+1, . . . , c, aj 〉, where |C| = ��1, we have the sum of C is less than ax × ��/2� + ��/2	 × c�ax . We
conclude that the maximum-sum segment of B[2i − 1 . . . 2j − 1] is an atomic element 〈ax〉. �

3.2. Reduction from RMSQ to RMQ

The reduction from RMSQ to RMQ is much more complicated. The result is summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 3. If there is an 〈f (n), g(n)〉-time solution for RMQ, then there is a 〈2f (n) + O(n), 3g(n) + O(1)〉-time
solution for RMSQ.

Before going through the details, we sketch the basic ideas as follows:

1. For each index i, find an index p� i, called a “good partner” of i, such that A[p . . . i] forms a “candidate segment”
of segments that end at i. We shall give a formal definition of the “good partner” in Section 3.2.1.

2. Use an array P [1 . . . n] to record the “good partners” and another array M[1 . . . n] to record the sum of each
“candidate segment.” That is, if p is the “good partner” of i, then P [i] = p and M[i] = S(p, i).

3. Preprocess array M for RMQmax queries.
To answer RMSQ(A, i, j), we query RMQmax(M, i, j), which returns the right end of the “candidate segment” that

has the largest sum among those “candidate segments” that end at positions in [i, j ]. With the help of array P, we can
output its both ends, which are the answer of RMSQ(A, i, j) if the good partner falls in [i, j ]. However, exceptions
happen when the “candidate segment” with the largest sum goes beyond interval [i, j ]. We show in Section 3.2.2 that
this can be remedied by one more RMSQ query to array M and an RMQmin query to cumulative-sum array C.
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Fig. 1. An illustration for L[·] and P [·]. Note that y-axis is the value C[i] for various i’s. The left figure shows the case that there exists an index
k ∈ [1, i − 1] such that C[k]�C[i], whereas the right figure shows the case that C[i] > C[k] for all k ∈ [1, i − 1].

Fig. 2. Algorithm for computing C[·], P [·], and M[·].

3.2.1. A good partner
In the following, we formally define the “good partner” of each index and show how they can be found in O(n) time.

Definition 1. Define the left bound of A[1 . . . n] at index i to be

L[i] =
{

max{k | C[k]�C[i] and k ∈ [1, i − 1]} if such k exists,
0 otherwise.

Definition 2. Define the good partner of A[1 . . . n] at index i to be

P [i] = max {k | k ∈ [L[i] + 1, i] and C[k − 1]�C[l] ∀ l ∈ [L[i], i − 1]}.

To find the good partner of index i, we first find the nearest higher cumulative-sum point in [1, i − 1], denoted L[i],
and then find the rightmost lowest cumulative-sum point in [L[i], i − 1], denoted P [i] − 1. The relationship between
L[·] and P [·] is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Definition 3. Each index i together with its good partner P [i] constitute a “candidate segment” A[P [i] . . . i]. We let
M[i] denote the sum of that segment, that is M[i] = S(P [i], i) for i ∈ [1, n].

The three arrays C[·], P [·], and M[·] can be computed by Compute-CPM in Fig. 2. An example will be given later
in Fig. 4.

Lemma 4. Algorithm Compute-CPM correctly computes arrays C[·], P [·], and M[·] in linear time.

Proof. The correctness of C[·] is trivial, and M[·] are correct if P [·] are correctly computed. Thus, below we show by
induction on i that the algorithm correctly computes arrays L[·] and P [·]. The basis, i = 0, is immediate. As for i�1,
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observe that L[i] is a working pointer scanning from right to left, searching for the nearest higher cumulative-sum
point of C[i]. The algorithm begins by checking C[i − 1]. If C[i − 1] < C[i], it next checks C[L[i − 1]], which by
induction is the nearest higher cumulative point of C[i − 1]. Continuing in this manner, the algorithm examines a list
of increasing cumulative-sum values, C[L[i − 1]], C[L[L[i − 1]]], . . . , C[L[. . . L[L[i − 1]] . . .]]. Since by induction
L[1], L[2], . . . , L[i − 1] have been computed correctly, the algorithm finally finds the nearest higher cumulative-sum
point of C[i] or reaches 0. As for the value of P [i], observe that P [i] is updated correspondingly as the value of L[i]
changes. A similar argument over the correctness of P [·] using mathematical induction can be made.

Now we analyze the time complexity of algorithm Compute-CPM. The total number of operations of the algorithm is
clearly bounded by O(n) except for the while-loop body of lines 5–7. We show that the amortized cost of the while-loop

is a constant. Let �(i) be an integer such that in the beginning of iteration i, i ∈ [1, n], we have

�(i) times︷ ︸︸ ︷
L[...L[L[i − 1]]...] =0.

Observe that before the while-loop is executed, we have �(i + 1) = �(i) + 1 since L[i] = i − 1. But if the while-loop
body is executed c times, then �(i + 1) = �(i) + 1 − c. Thus, throughout the execution of the algorithm the value
of �(i) is increased by one and then possibly decreased a bit; however since �(i) can at most be increased by n in
total, and can never be negative, it cannot be decreased by more than n times. The time of while-loop body is therefore
bounded by O(n). �

3.2.2. A formal proof
Before introducing our RMSQ algorithm, we first prove several properties of good partners and candidate segments.

Lemma 5. For two indices i and j, i�j , if A[i . . . j ] is the maximum-sum segment of A[1 . . . n], then i = P [j ].

Proof. Suppose not, then either i lies in [1, L[j ]] or i lies in [L[j ] + 1, j ] but C[i − 1] is not the rightmost minimum
of C[k] for all k ∈ [L[j ], j − 1]. We discuss both cases in the following:

1. Suppose index i lies in interval [1, L[j ]]. Then, S(i, L[j ]) = C[L[j ]] − C[i − 1]�C[j ] − C[i − 1] = S(i, j).
The equality must hold since otherwise A[i . . . j ] cannot be the maximum-sum segment of A. It follows S(L[j ] +
1, j) = C[j ] − C[L[j ]] = 0. Hence A[L[j ] + 1 . . . j ] would be a zero-sum suffix of A[i . . . j ], which contradicts
to the definition of the maximum-sum segment.

2. Suppose index i lies in the interval [L[j ] + 1, j ]. We know C[i − 1] must be minimized since otherwise A[i . . . j ]
cannot be the maximum-sum segment. If C[i − 1] is not the rightmost minimum, i.e. there exists an index k ∈
[i + 1, j ] such that C[k − 1] = C[i − 1] is also a minimum, then S(i, k − 1) = C[k − 1] − C[i − 1] = 0, which
means A[i . . . j ] has a zero-sum prefix A[i . . . k − 1].

Hence, index i must be the rightmost index in [L[j ] + 1, j ] that minimizes C[i − 1], i.e. i = P [j ]. �

Lemma 6. If index x satisfies M[x]�M[k] for all k ∈ [1, n], then A[P [x] . . . x] is the maximum-sum segment of
A[1 . . . n].

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that segment A[i . . . j ] is the maximum-sum segment of A and (i, j) �= (P [x], x). By
Lemma 5, we have i = P [j ]. So

M[j ] = S(P [j ], j) = S(i, j) > S(P [x], x) = M[x],

which contradicts the assumption that M[x] is the maximum value. �

Therefore, once we have computed M[·] and P [·] for each index of A, to find the maximum-sum segment of A,
we only have to retrieve index x such that M[x] is the maximum value of M[k] for all k ∈ [1, n]. Then, segment
A[P [x] . . . x] is the maximum-sum segment of A.

Lemma 7. For an index i ∈ [1, n], if P [i] < i then C[P [i] − 1] < C[k] < C[i] for all k ∈ [P [i], i − 1].
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Proof. Suppose not. That is, there exists an index k ∈ [P [i], i − 1] such that C[k]�C[P [i] − 1] or C[k]�C[i]. By
the definition of P [i], we know that C[k]�C[P [i] − 1] cannot hold. If C[k]�C[i], then again by the definition of
P [i], we know P [i] must lie in [k + 1, i]. Thus, k < P [i]�k. A contradiction occurs. �

In other words, C[P [i] − 1] is the unique minimum of C[k] for all k ∈ [P [i] − 1, k] while C[i] is the unique
maximum. The following lemma shows that a candidate segment will contain the other candidate segment properly, or
be contained the other way, or they are disjoint with each other. That is, overlapping between two candidate segments
is not allowed.

Lemma 8. For two indices i and j, i < j , it cannot be the case that P [i] < P [j ]� i < j .

Proof. Suppose P [i] < P [j ]� i < j holds. By Lemma 7, we have C[P [i]−1] < C[k1] < C[i] for all k1 ∈ [P [i], i−1]
and C[P [j ] − 1] < C[k2] < C[j ] for all k2 ∈ [P [j ], j − 1]. Since the two intervals [P [i] − 1, i] and [P [j ] − 1, j ]
overlap, it is not hard to see that C[P [i]− 1] < C[k3] < C[j ] for all k3 ∈ [P [i], j − 1]. It follows that L[j ] < P [i]− 1.
Thus, C[P [i]−1] < C[P [j ]−1] together with L[j ]+1�P [i]�j is a contradiction to that C[P [j ]−1] is minimized
for P [j ] ∈ [L[j ] + 1, j ]. �

Let us now establish the relationship between sequence A and its subsequence A[i . . . j ]. The following lemma shows
that some good partners of A, say P [s], do not need to be “updated” for the subsequence A[i . . . j ] if [P [s], s] does
not go beyond [i, j ].

Lemma 9. For an index r, if [P [r], r] ⊆ [i, j ], then P [r] is still the good partner of A[i . . . j ] at index r.

Proof. Let C∗[k] be the cumulative sum of A[i . . . j ]. Then we have C∗[k] = C[k] − C[i − 1] for k ∈ [i − 1, j ]. Let
L∗[k] be the left bound of A[i . . . j ] at index k ∈ [i, j ] and P ∗[k] be the good partner of A[i . . . j ] at index k ∈ [i, j ],
respectively.

If L[r]� i, we have L∗[r] = L[r] since L[r] is the largest index in [i, r − 1] such that C∗[L[r]] = C[L[r]] −
C[i − 1]�C[r] − C[i − 1] = C∗[r]. Otherwise, i.e. L[r] < i, we have L∗[r] = i − 1. Therefore we can conclude that
L[r]�L∗[r]. Moreover, since minimizing C[P [r] − 1] minimizes C∗[P [r] − 1] = C[P [r] − 1] − C[i − 1], it is not
hard to see that P [r] is still the largest index in [L∗[r] + 1, r] that minimizes C∗[P [r] − 1], i.e. P ∗[r] = P [r]. �

Corollary 10. For an index r, if [P [r], r] ⊆ [i, j ] then M[r] is still the sum of the candidate segment of A[i . . . j ] at
index r.

Proof. A direct result of Lemma 9. �

Now, we are ready to present our main algorithm based on RMQ for RMSQ (see Fig. 3). After finding the good
partners and the sums of all candidate segments, we preprocess cumulative-sum array C for RMQmin queries and array
M for RMQmax queries. The preprocessing time is 2f (n) + O(n) in total, where f (n) is the preprocessing time for
RMQ. To answer an RMSQ(A, i, j), we first query RMQmax(M, i, j) which returns x as the answer. As will be shown
in Lemma 11, if A[P [x] . . . x] does not go beyond i then we are done. Otherwise, it turns out that for each index
k1 ∈ [i, x −1], k1 cannot be the right end of the maximum-sum segment of A[i . . . j ]. On the other hand, for each index
k2 ∈ [x + 1, j ], the good partner of k2 does not need to be updated. Hence, only the good partner of index x needs to
be updated. So one more RMQmax(M, x + 1, j) query and one more RMQmin(C, i − 1, x − 1) query are needed. The
time required for an RMSQ query is therefore 3g(n) + O(1).

As an example, in Fig. 4, the input sequence A has 15 elements. Suppose we are querying RMSQ(A, 3, 7). Query-of-
RMSQ in Fig. 3 first retrieves index x ∈ [3, 7] such that M[x] is maximized (line 1). In this case, x = 5, which means
candidate segment A[P [5] . . . 5] has the largest sum compared with other candidate segments whose ending indices lie
in [3, 7]. Since A[P [5] . . . 5] does not go beyond interval [3, 7], the algorithm outputs (P [5], 5), which means segment
A[3 . . . 5] is the maximum-sum segment of the subsequence A[3 . . . 7].

Suppose we are querying RMSQ(A, 6, 12). Since [P [9], 9] goes beyond the left end of [6, 12], lines 3–9 are
executed. In line 3, RMQmax(M, 10, 12) retrieves index 11. In line 4, RMQmin(C, 5, 8) retrieves index 8. In line 5,
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Fig. 3. Algorithm for the RMSQ problem.

Fig. 4. The candidate segment A[P [k] . . . k] of A at each index k. Notice that the pointer at each index k points to the position of P [k].

since C[9] − C[8] = 6 < M[11] = 8, the algorithm outputs (P [11], 11), which means A[11] is the maximum-sum
segment of the subsequence A[6 . . . 12].

Lemma 11. Algorithm Query-of-RMSQ(A, i, j) outputs the maximum-sum segment of the subsequence A[i . . . j ].

Proof. Let C∗[k], P ∗[k], and M∗[k] be the cumulative sum, the good partner, and the sum of candidate segment of
A[i . . . j ] at index k ∈ [i, j ], respectively. In addition, we let index x satisfy M[x]�M[k] for all k ∈ [i, j ] (line 1).
There are two cases.

Case 1: i�P [x]�x�j (lines 10–11). Our goal is to show that M∗[x]�M∗[k] for all k ∈ [i, j ], and then, by Lemma
5, A[P [x] . . . x] is the maximum-sum segment of A[i, j ].

(a) First, we consider each index k1 where [P [k1], k1] ⊆ [i, j ]. By Corollary 10, we have M∗[k1] = M[k1]�M[x] =
M∗[x].

(b) Next, we consider each index k2 where P [k2] < i�k2 �j . By Lemma 7 we have C[P [k2]−1] < C[k] < C[k2] for all
k ∈ [P [k2], k2−1]. Since by definition P ∗[k2]−1 must lie in [i−1, k2−1], we have C[P [k2]−1] < C[P ∗[k2]−1].
Hence, we can deduce that M∗[k2] = C∗[k2] − C∗[P ∗[k2] − 1] = C[k2] − C[P ∗[k2] − 1] < C[k2] − C[P [k2] −
1] = M[k2]�M[x] = M∗[x].

Combining (a) with (b), we conclude that M∗[x]�M∗[k] for all k ∈ [i, j ].
Case 2: P [x] < i�x�j (lines 2–9).

(a) First, we consider each index k1 ∈ [i, x − 1]. By Lemma 7, we have C[P [x] − 1] < C[k] < C[x] for all k ∈
[P [x], x − 1]. For any index p ∈ [i, k1], since S(p, k1) = C[k1] − C[p] < C[x] − C[p] = S(p, x), k1 cannot be
the right end of the maximum-sum segment of A[i . . . j ].
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Fig. 5. Algorithm for the RMSQ problem with two intervals.

(b) Next, we consider each index k2 ∈ [x+1, j ]. By Lemma 8, we know that it cannot be the caseP [x] < P [k2]�x < k2.
Suppose P [k2]�P [x] < x < k2, then by Lemma 7 we have C[P [k2] − 1] < C[x] < C[k2] and C[P [k2] − 1]�
C[P [x]−1] < C[k2]. It follows that M[k2]=C[k2]−C[P [k2]−1] > C[x]−C[P [x]−1]=M[x] which contradicts
to that M[x]�M[k] for all k ∈ [i, j ]. Thus, it must be the case x < P [k2]�k2 �j . Therefore by Corollary 10 we
have M∗[k2] = M[k2].

Let index y satisfy M[y]�M[k] for all k ∈ [x+1, j ] (line 3). Let z be the largest index in [i, x] that minimizes C[z−1]
(line 4). One can easily deduce by (a), (b), and Lemma 5 that either A[z . . . x] or A[P [y] . . . y] is the maximum-sum
segment of A[i . . . j ] (lines 5–9). �

Combining Theorems 1–3, we can conclude the following theorem.

Theorem 12. The RMSQ problem can be solved in 〈O(n), O(1)〉-time under the unit-cost RAM model.

4. RMSQ with two query intervals

An extension of RMSQ is to answer queries comprised of two intervals [i, j ] and [k, �], where [i, j ] specifies the
range of the start index of the maximum-sum segment, and [k, �] specifies the range of the end index. We call this
generalized version “RMSQ with two query intervals.” It is meaningless if the range of the start index is in front of
the range of the end index, and vice versa. Therefore we assume, without loss of generality, that i�k and j ��. The
RMSQ problem with two query intervals is formally defined as follows.

Input to be preprocessed: A nonempty sequence of n real numbers A = 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉.
Online query: For two intervals [i, j ] and [k, �], 1� i�j �n and 1�k���n, RMSQ(A, i, j, k, �) returns a pair of

indices (x, y) with i�x�j and k�y�� that maximizes S(x, y).
This is a generalized version of RMSQ because when i = k and j = �, we are actually querying RMSQ(i, j). Our

algorithm for the RMSQ problem with two query intervals is given in Fig. 5.

Theorem 13. The RMSQ problem with two query intervals can be solved in 〈O(n), O(1)〉-time under the unit-cost
RAM model.

Proof. The two query intervals are either nonoverlapping or overlapping.
Suppose the intervals [i, j ] and [k, �] do not overlap, i.e. j �k. Since S(x, y) = C[y] − C[x − 1], maximizing

S(x, y) is equivalent to maximizing C[y] and minimizing C[x − 1] for i�x�j and k�y��. Preprocessing C[·] for
RMQmax and RMQmin, the maximum-sum segment can be located by simply querying RMQmin(C, i − 1, j − 1) and
RMQmax(C, k, �).

Now we consider the overlapping case, i.e. j > k. It might go wrong if we just retrieve the maximum cumulative
sum and the minimum cumulative sum because the minimum could be on the right of the maximum in the overlapping
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region. There are three possible subcases for the maximum-sum segment A[x . . . y]:
1. Suppose i�x�k and k�y��, which is a nonoverlapping case. To maximize S(x, y), we retrieve the mini-

mum cumulative sum by querying RMQmin(C, i − 1, k − 1) and the maximum cumulative sum by querying
RMQmax(C, k, l).

2. Suppose k + 1�x�j and j �y��. This is also a nonoverlapping case.
3. Otherwise, i.e. k + 1�x�j and k + 1�y�j . This is exactly the same as an RMSQ(A, k + 1, j) query.

The maximum-sum segment A[x . . . y] is the one of these three subcases which has the greatest sum. �

5. Applications of RMSQ

As discussed in the introduction, there exists a linear time algorithm based on RMSQ for finding all maximal-sum
segments. That is, we first preprocess input sequence A[1 . . . n] for RMSQ queries. Suppose RMSQ(A, 1, n) = (x, y).
Then, all the maximal-sum segments of A[1 . . . n] are the maximal-sum segments of A[1 . . . x − 1] and A[y + 1 . . . n]
together with segment A[x . . . y]. This divide-and-conquer approach takes O(n) time since the total number of RMSQ
queries are O(n). In the following, we use RMSQ to solve two other related sequence analysis problems in linear time.

5.1. Finding the maximum-sum segment satisfying length constraints

Given a sequence of n numbers, a lower bound L, and a upper bound U, the first problem is to find the maximum-sum
segment with length at least L and at most U [14,8]. It is not hard to see that it suffices to find for each index i�L the
maximum-sum segment whose start index lies in [max(1, i − U + 1), i − L + 1] and end index is i. Remembering the
best segment while scanning the input sequence gives us the answer. Since our RMSQ algorithm can answer each such
query in constant time, the total running time is therefore linear.

5.2. Finding the longest segment satisfying an average constraint

Given a sequence of n numbers A = 〈a1, a2, . . . , an〉 and a lower bound L, the second problem is to find the longest
segment satisfying the average of those numbers in that segment is at least L [6,18]. This problem is equivalent to
finding the longest segment of B = 〈a1 − L, a2 − L, . . . , an − L〉 whose sum is nonnegative, since segment A[i . . . j ]
with average at least L corresponds to segment B[i . . . j ] with sum at least 0.

To find the longest segment with nonnegative sum in B[1 . . . k], we compare the length of the longest segment with
nonnegative sum in B[1 . . . k − 1] and the longest segment ending at k with nonnegative sum. Then the one with a
longer length is clearly the answer of B[1 . . . k]. The former segment, denoted by B[x . . . y], is obtained by induction,
where initially x = 0 and y = −1. To find the latter segment, we proceed in the safest manner to avoid unnecessary
steps. Since our goal is to find the longest segment ending at k satisfying a sum lower bound, we retrieve by RMSQ
the maximum-sum segment ending at k with a longer length than the best segment known so far. If this maximum-sum
segment does not satisfy the sum lower bound, then we have the conclusion that no other segment does. Specifically,
we query the maximum-sum segment whose start index lies in [1, k − y + x − 1] and end index is k. Suppose RMSQ
returns A[i, j ]. If S(i, j)�0, we let x = i and y =j , and repeat the above query to find a longer segment. Otherwise, we
terminate the procedure and return B[x . . . y] as the answer. Fig. 6 gives the algorithm for finding the longest segment
satisfying an average lower bound.

We show that the above procedure runs in linear time by observing that the total times of RMSQ queries are bounded
by the length of the sequence plus the length of the longest segment grown throughout the execution, which is the value
of y − x + 1 at the end. Since the segment cannot grow longer than the input sequence and each RMSQ query can be
answered in constant time, the total running time of LONGEST-SEGMENT (A, L) is O(n).
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Fig. 6. Algorithm for finding the longest segment satisfying an average constraint.
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